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Abstract
Background: Functional disorders (FD) are present across the age span and are commonly
encountered in somatic health care. Psychological therapies have proven effective, but mostly the
effects are slight to moderate. The advent of third wave cognitive behavioural therapies launched
an opportunity to potentially improve treatments for FD.
Method: A narrative review of the literature on the application of mindfulness-based therapies
(MBT) and Acceptance & Commitment Therapy (ACT) in children and adult populations with FD.
Results: There were very few and mainly preliminary feasibility studies in children and
adolescents. For adults there were relatively few trials of moderate to high methodological quality.
Ten MBT randomised trials and 15 ACT randomised trials of which 8 were internet-delivered were
identified for more detailed descriptive analysis. There was no evidence to suggest higher effects of
third wave treatments as compared to CBT. For MBT, there seemed to be minor effects comparable
to active control conditions. A few interventions combining second and third wave techniques
found larger effects, but differences in outcomes, formats and dosage hamper comparability.
Conclusions: Third wave treatments are getting established in treatment delivery and may
contribute to existing treatments for FD. Future developments could further integrate second and
third wave treatments across the age span. Elements unambiguously targeting specific illness
beliefs and exposure should be included. The benefit of actively engaging close relatives in the
treatment not only among younger age groups but also in adults, as well as the effect of more
multimodal treatment programmes including active rehabilitation, needs to be further explored.
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4.0 International License, CC BY 4.0, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
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Highlights
• The methodological quality of third wave interventions for FD should be
improved, especially in younger age groups.
• The effect of ACT interventions may be comparable to CBT in adults with FD.
• The evidence for third wave interventions in young people with FD is still
very limited.
• Newer studies combining second and third wave treatments show some
promise.
• Agreement on, and for child populations further development of, core
outcomes, could help determine effect across studies.

Functional disorders (FD) can be defined as conditions where the individual’s experiences
of physical symptoms cause excessive discomfort and/or worry and where no adequate
organ pathology in terms of conventional medical disease can be determined to explain
the symptoms (Fink & Rosendal, 2015). FD are a burden for sufferers and their families,
they are difficult to treat and costly as they incur a high health expenditure and derived
societal costs (Henningsen, Zipfel, Sattel, & Creed, 2018).

Diagnostic Classification
Functional disorders can clinically be split into two overall categories (see Table 1).
The first category refers to conditions characterised by bodily distress, a now wellaccepted term to describe the phenomenon of clusters of disabling unspecific bodily
symptoms often designated as functional somatic syndromes (FSS); the best known being
chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS), fibromyalgia/chronic pain (FM/CP) and irritable bowel
syndrome (IBS) (Fink & Schröder, 2010). The second category refers to conditions domi‐
nated by health anxiety (HA), i.e. impairing illness worry and persisting ruminations
about harbouring or getting serious illness (Fink et al., 2004). Although the two catego‐
ries overlap in their clinical presentations and can be comorbid, the primary problem dif‐
fers which has implications for the treatment focus.
In the psychiatric classifications ICD-10 (WHO, 1992) and DSM-IV (American
Psychiatric Association, 1994), FD are mainly categorised under somatoform and related
disorders. However, the terminology of these diagnoses has been criticised for being too
exclusive in their diagnostic criteria as well as over-emphasising a mind-body dualism in
contrast to the prevailing understanding of these disorders within an integrated biopsy‐
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Table 1
Two Main Categories of Functional Disorders
Disorders dominated by
Characteristics
Primary problem

Bodily distress (FSS)

Health anxiety (HA)

Experience of disabling physical

Experience of worries and anxiety

symptoms

related to physical sensations

Severe physical disability

Less severe physical disability

(e.g. sick leave, bedridden. In children
and adolescents often long-term school
absence)

(e.g. going to work serves as a distraction
from distressing thoughts. In children
and adolescents it will often be going to
school or playing computer games)

Typical initial treatment Body can be fixed and the symptoms
expectations
disappear
Note. FSS = Functional Somatic Syndromes; HA = Health Anxiety.

Wish for 100% reassurance that they do
not harbour a severe or deadly illness.

Functional impairment

chosocial framework (Dimsdale, Sharma, & Sharpe, 2011; Henningsen, Zipfel, & Herzog,
2007). In the more recent DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), FD are classi‐
fied primarily as somatic symptom disorders (SSD) with an added category of illness
anxiety disorder designated to conditions with HA but without concurrent distressing
bodily symptoms (in which case SSD is used). In contrast to ICD-10, developmental as‐
pects are to some degree incorporated in DSM-5 as it specifies that in children, a single
prominent symptom such as recurrent abdominal pain, headache, fatigue or nausea is
more common than in adults. It also emphasises that parents’ response to the symptoms
is crucial as this may determine levels of associated distress and the extent to which med‐
ical help is sought.
In daily clinical practice, the psychiatric classifications are rarely used, as FD are pri‐
marily diagnosed in primary and specialised somatic health care. Thus, each medical spe‐
cialty has developed its own classification leading to the use of a vast number of both
unspecific symptom diagnoses as well as the previously mentioned FSS diagnoses. As a
consequence, management in both the paediatric and adult health care settings is very
heterogeneous, often formed by biomedical practices in each medical specialty and often
not evidence-based. In addition, it is well-established that excessive biomedical treatment
efforts cause iatrogenic harm in these conditions (Henningsen et al., 2007; Lindley,
Glaser, & Milla, 2005).
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Developmental Aspects of FD
Young children usually present a single prominent symptom (Domènech-Llaberia et al.,
2004; Rask et al., 2009) such as abdominal pain, headaches, fatigue or muscle pains rather
than the varied symptom presentation often seen in adults. The long-term prognosis var‐
ies from complete recovery to persistent symptoms into adulthood. With increasing age,
full recovery seems to become more and more unlikely (Joyce, Hotopf, & Wessely, 1997;
Norris et al., 2017).
With respect to HA, key features such as symptom preoccupation and medical help
seeking predominate mostly with the parents, although HA-like symptoms may present
already in preschool children (Rask, Elberling, Skovgaard, Thomsen, & Fink, 2012;
Schulte & Petermann, 2011). Also, preadolescents can report excessive illness worries
with fears, beliefs and attitudes very similar to the cognitive and behavioural features of
HA in adults (Eminson, Benjamin, Shortall, Woods, & Faragher, 1996; Rask et al., 2016;
van Geelen, Rydelius, & Hagquist, 2015; Wright & Asmundson, 2003). However, HA is
still sparsely examined as a distinct concept in youth.

Epidemiology
Across the age span, the severity of both FSS and HA varies on a spectrum from mild and
moderate to severely disabling conditions. New studies suggest that FSS affect 15% of the
adult population, whereas approximately 2% of the population has very disabling condi‐
tions (Eliasen et al., 2018). In comparison, 4-10% of the general child and adolescent pop‐
ulation experiences daily or high levels of impairing functional symptoms persisting for
months or years (Hoftun, Romundstad, Zwart, & Rygg, 2011; Janssens, Klis, Kingma,
Oldehinkel, & Rosmalen, 2014; Rask et al., 2009). The prevalence estimates for HA vary
considerably across studies, but a recent study reported a prevalence of 3.4% (Sunderland,
Newby, & Andrews, 2013) in the general population. Around 8-9% of the preadolescent
general population reports high levels of illness worry (Rask et al., 2016), but prevalence
estimates for HA as a disorder are not available in young age groups.

Cognitive Behavioural Therapies for FD
Chronicity, severity and multiplicity of symptoms are all predictors of poor prognosis
(Rosendal et al., 2017). Therefore, timely and evidence-based treatment is essential for
improving the long-term physical, psychosocial and financial consequences. Across age
groups, patient-activating therapies are the most promising treatments, and cognitive be‐
havioural therapy (CBT) has so far been the most prevailing in intervention studies
(Abbott et al., 2018; Bonvanie et al., 2017; Henningsen et al., 2018). While moderate to
large effect sizes (ES) have been reported for CBT-based treatment for HA (Hedman et
al., 2011; Newby et al., 2018; Thomson & Page, 2007; Weck, Neng, Schwind, & Hofling,
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2015), improvements are only small to moderate for FSS in adults (Henningsen et al.,
2018; van Dessel et al., 2014).
In children and adolescents, the use of CBT for HA has only been reported in a single
case study (Roberts-Collins, 2016). With regard to FSS, existing studies have almost ex‐
clusively focused on CBT-based treatments for single symptoms or syndromes; primarily
functional abdominal symptoms, chronic fatigue, tension-type headache, fibromyalgia or
mixed pain complaints in children as young as 6 years of age (Abbott et al., 2018;
Bonvanie et al., 2017). Overall, the ES are found to be somewhat larger than the corre‐
sponding estimates in adult studies (Bonvanie et al., 2017). This may indicate that chil‐
dren and adolescents are more susceptible to psychological treatments than adults or that
young people present less chronic and/or severe FSS. However, the results should be in‐
terpreted with caution as the majority of these studies are quite small and heterogeneous
with regard to e.g. inclusion criteria, setting, dose and type of delivered treatment and
therapist experience (Abbott et al., 2018; Bonvanie et al., 2017).
Overall, these results, especially as to FSS, suggest that the efficacy of existing psy‐
chological treatments for FD could be improved. This has spurred interest in studies ex‐
ploring the potential of the newer third wave behavioural therapies for these disorders.

Treatment With Third Wave Psychological
Therapies for FD
Mindfulness-Based Therapies (MBT)
MBT translate meditation from Buddhism and other spiritual practices into clinical inter‐
ventions. While classical CBT approaches tend to prioritise changing the content of pri‐
vate experiences like thoughts, MBT emphasise the awareness of thoughts, feelings and
sensations as transient events that can potentially be problematic but do not have to be.
Thus, compared to CBT, there is no explicit focus on behavioural activation or modifica‐
tion. In most interventions, mindfulness is taught in groups emphasising an experiential
format with sharing of experiences in the enquiry phase after formal meditations. The
most well-known MBT programmes are Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) and
Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT). The primary homework in most MBT is
daily mindfulness practice.
MBT are proposed to work through at least four processes: 1) attention regulation, 2)
body awareness, 3) emotion regulation and 4) change in self-perspective (Hölzel et al.,
2011) (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. A model of proposed processes in mindfulness-based therapies.
Note. Adapted from Hölzel et al., 2011.

MBT could potentially change the perception of bodily symptoms through changes in in‐
teroception at a subconscious level and carry reductions in negative appraisal of symp‐
toms. Furthermore, MBT might improve emotion regulation, which is proposed to play a
prominent role in FSS (Dahlke, Sable, & Andrasik, 2017) and as a by-product reduce co‐
morbid anxiety and depression. In HA especially, one may hypothesise that mindfulness
exercises can function as a direct exposure to anxiety-provoking bodily sensations and
that the development of a more non-judgmental and accepting stance towards these bod‐
ily sensations may alleviate the symptom experience.

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
The overarching goal of ACT is to increase psychological flexibility, defined as the ability
to stay in contact with the present moment regardless of unpleasant thoughts, feelings
and bodily sensations, while choosing one’s behaviours based on the situation and per‐
sonal values. In ACT, there are specific assumptions regarding the role of language for
how human beings tend to handle ‘the universal experience of pain’ (loss, illness, con‐
flict, and trauma) with avoidance of inner experience (Hayes, Luoma, Bond, Masuda, &
Lillis, 2006).
ACT proposes six core therapeutic processes which interact to promote psychological
flexibility (see Figure 2). Experiential techniques such as mindfulness, defusion, meta‐
phors and self-as-context exercises are used to illustrate and teach these processes. Com‐
pared to MBT, the kinship with second wave cognitive behavioural therapies is more ob‐
vious both in terms of format and content, e.g. the use of functional analyses, in which
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behaviours are analysed in terms of short- and long-term consequences (Hayes, 2016)
and the focus on commitment to behaviour change.

Figure 2. A model of the six core processes of ACT.
Note. Adapted from Hayes et al., 2006.

Specifically for FSS, a main treatment focus in ACT is on a behavioural shift from control
and avoidance behaviours to choosing values-based actions even when aversive symp‐
toms are present. Acceptance of bodily symptoms might both increase the engagement in
behaviour change and lead to a reduction in symptom experience. In HA, where rumina‐
tions about bodily sensations are prominent (see Table 1), the focus on defusion from dis‐
tressing illness-related thoughts could be helpful in alleviating the anxiety attached to ill‐
ness labels such as cancer or sclerosis. Functional analysis may help foster a clearer un‐
derstanding of the negative long-term effects of control and avoidance behaviours typical
for HA (e.g. bodily checking and seeking information on symptoms on the internet).

The Evidence-Base for MBT and ACT for HA
and FSS
An overview of the search methods and criteria for selection of studies for the current
paper is provided in Table 2.
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Table 2
Search Methods and Criteria for Selection of Studies
• Publications on treatment outcome using Acceptance & Commitment Therapy or mindfulness-based
therapies for health anxiety and various functional somatic syndromes were identified in searches
performed in September 2018 on PubMed by the help of a research librarian.
• The database was searched for English language studies using the terms 'Third wave' or 'Mindfulness-based
stress reduction' or 'Mindfulness-based cognitive therapy' or 'MBCT' or 'MBSR' or 'Acceptance and
Commitment Therapy' or 'Mindfulness' combined with 'Chronic Pain' or 'Fibromyalgia' or 'Fatigue
Syndrome' or 'Irritable Bowel Syndrome' or 'Abdominal Pain' or 'Functional Gastrointestinal Disorders' or
'Somatoform Disorders' or 'Health anxiety' or 'Hypochondriasis' or 'Illness anxiety disorder' or 'Somatic
symptom disorder'.
• For studies on adult populations, the search was restricted to systematic reviews and the reference lists of
included studies were examined for additional eligible studies. The Web of Science was used for forward
a
citation to identify additional papers. Only studies which randomised ≥50 patients were included . With
regard to chronic pain populations, studies were excluded if a substantial part of the population did not have
an idiopathic or functional pain condition. Pure online self-help programmes with no therapist contact were
not included.
• For child and adolescent papers the search terms were further combined with the terms 'child' or
'adolescent' or 'youth or 'paediatrics' or 'minor' or 'juvenile' or 'teen'. Based on the overall small number of
studies no restriction was here applied with regard to study type.
• The methodological quality of the studies, including randomised controlled trials were rated using the
psychotherapy outcome study rating scale (Öst, 2008).
a
This cut-off was set in order to exclude studies which would better be classified as pilot trials (Bell, Whitehead,
& Julious, 2018).

Evidence for HA in Adults and Children
MBT for HA
The first preliminary results on the use of MBT in adults with HA were encouraging as a
pilot study found significant improvements of MBCT on disease-related thoughts and so‐
matic symptoms at 3-month follow-up (Lovas & Barsky, 2010), and a qualitative study re‐
ported MBCT adapted to HA to be acceptable for the patients (McManus, Surawy, Muse,
Vazquez-Montes, & Williams, 2012; Williams, McManus, Muse, & Williams, 2011). In the
following RCT (McManus et al., 2012), 74 patients were randomised to either MBCT in
addition to usual unrestricted service or usual unrestricted services alone (Table 3).
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University
setting

FM

81% ≥ one
physical
disease
35% anxiety
and/or
depression

Symptoms fully explained by
nr
medical condition • Substance
abuse • Major psychiatric
disorder • Cognitive impairment
• Prior MBCT treatment

nr

nr

nr

No of other
diagnoses:
2.2 (1.6)|
2.0 (2.0)

60%|52%

50%|47%

Participation in other clinical
14.3 y (10.2)
trial • Life-threatening disease
• Supressed immune functioning

Major psychiatric disorder
• Severe gastrointestinal welldefined illness • Pregnancy

Clinical diagnosis of Substance abuse • Severe
4.9 y (4.2)|
FM
psychiatric comorbidity
5.2 y (7.3)
• Impending litigation/judgment
for disability compensation
• Severe chronic medical
condition • Pregnancy

MBT: FSS adult studies

Severe HA according Severe psychiatric comorbidity 10.0 y (10.3)|
to criteria by Fink et • Other somatic/psychiatric
11.0 y (10.5)
al. (2004))
condition primary • Pregnancy

8.8 y (10.2)

HA

Substance abuse • Severe
psychiatric comorbidity
• Unstable psychotropic
medication

HA adult studies

Exclusion criteria

Diagnosis of
hypochondriasis
according to DSMIV-TR

Main inclusion
criteria

47.6 (11)|
46.5 (12)

52.5 (9.6)

44.7 (12.5)|
41.0 (14.7)

47.7 (10.6)

37.0 (9.9)|
35.5 (7.6)

41.3 (12.0)|
43.9 (11.0)

Duration of
symptoms/
disorder
Diagnosed
(SD)a
comorbiditya Age, y (SD)a

HA

Condition

Gaylord et al. (2011); USA
MBSR
Social support nr
IBS
Physician diagnosis
8 group
group
according to ROMEsessions plus
II criteria
one half-day
retreat
Schmidt et al. (2011); Germany
MBSR
Active control Interdisciplinary FM
Diagnosis according
8 group
group to control pain unit,
to ACR criteria
sessions plus 7 for non-specific university
hr workshop factors, or WL medical center
Van Ravesteijn et al. (2012); Netherlands
MBSR
Combined EUC University
Frequent ≥ 6 mo symptom
8 group
and WL
setting
attendance duration
sessions plus 6
in GP for
hr silent day
persistent
MUS

Astin et al. (2003); USA
MBSR/Qigong Education
8 group
support group
sessions

McManus et al. (2012); UK
MBCT
TAU
University
1 individual
setting
session plus 8
group sessions
Eilenberg et al. (2016); Denmark
ACT
WL
Specialised
10 group
clinic for
sessions
functional
disorders,
university
hospital

Treatment
format &
dose

Overview of Included RCT Studies

Table 3

Females %
74 64|61
(15)|(12)

Quality score
(0-42)
24

FU (3 mo):
IBS severity: + (ES: nr)
HR-QOL: + (ES: nr)

FU (9 mo):
General health status (VAS): =
SF36 PCS: =
SF36 MCS: =

19

25

16

FU (2 mo):
20
Tender point count (myalgic score): =
Pain and functioning: =
Depression: =
Medical care: =

FU (10 mo):
Illness worry: + (ES: 0.89)

FU (12 mo):
30
HA composite (combination of selfreport and clinician rated): + (ES: 0.48)

Main outcomesb

100 59|59|59
FU (2 mo):
(12)|(10)|(3) FM impact: =
HR-QOL: =

100 36|39
(2)|(7)

99 64|64
(total: 63)

71 63|63
(11)|(8)

78 36|38
(4)|(2)

No of
subjects
randomised
(dropout at
latest FU)
IG|CG
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Primary care
setting

Buhrman et al. (2013); Sweden
ACT
Online
Pain Centre,
7 guided
discussion forum university
online
and WL
hospital
modules plus 2
phone calls

McCracken et al. (2013); UK
ACT
TAU
4 group
sessions

Wetherell et al. (2011);
ACT
CBT
Primary care
8 group
8 group sessions setting
sessions

Treatment
format &
dose
Comparison
Setting
Zernicke et al. (2013); Canada
MBSR
WL
University
8 group
setting
sessions plus 3
hr workshop
Fjorback et al. (2013); Denmark
MBSR
EUC
Specialised
8 group
clinic for
sessions plus 3
functional
hr follow-up
disorders,
session
university
hospital
Cash et al. (2015); USA
MBSR
WL
University
8 group
setting
sessions plus
half-day
meditation
retreat
la Cour et al. (2015); Denmark
MBSR
WL
Specialised pain
9 group
clinic,
sessions plus
university
4½ hr followhospital
up session

ACT: FSS adult studies

Unstable medication • Cognitive 7.8 y (5.2)|
impairment
11.8 y (11.1)

Chronic
pain

If GP judged further medical
10.0 y (nr)
tests and procedures necessary
• Conditions interfering with
participation in treatment

Medical investigation Ongoing medical investigations 15.3 y (11.7)
within past year
or treatment which could
• Impairment caused interfere with treatment • Acute
by pain
physical or psychiatric
conditions

Mixed
≥ 3 mo pain
chronic
pain
conditions

Chronic Pain interference and Substance abuse or major
15.0 y (13.5)
nonseverity ≥ 5 on 10
psychiatric disorder within
malignant point scale
previous 6 months • Interfering
pain ≥ 6
medical conditions • Currently
months
in psychotherapy for pain

Nonnr
specific
chronic
pain
conditions

nr

Physician-verified
diagnosis • Able to
attend sessions

FM

nr

Diagnosis according Substance abuse • Major
12.0 y (10.6)|
to research criteria psychiatric disorder • Pregnancy 15.0 y (12.6)
for BDS (Fink &
Schröder, 2010)

nr

Multiorgan BDS
(i.e.,
multiple
FSS)

Exclusion criteria

On stable medication Self-reported diagnoses of
mood, anxiety, or psychotic
disorders • Use of psychotics
• Prior participation in MBSR

Main inclusion
criteria

IBS

Condition

57% medical
condition
58%
psychiatric
problem

81% ≥ one
comorbid
disorder
(somatic or
psychiatric)

54% current
psychiatric
disorder

nr

73% medical
comorbidity
including
chronic
fatigue
syndrome

22%|20%
major
depression
24%|23%
anxiety

nr

49.1 (10.3)

58.0 (12.8)

55.0 (12.5)

46.5 (12.4)|
48.8 (12.2)

Perimenopausal
(age nr)

38.0 (9.0)|
40.0 (8)

45.0 y (12.4)|
44.0 y (12.6)

Duration of
symptoms/
disorder
Diagnosed
(SD)a
comorbiditya Age, y (SD)a

Females %
59 38|38
(6)|(6)

69 37|36
(9)|(8)

51 57|57
(6)|(8)

72 54|55
(14)|(22)

100 51|40
(10)|(13)

80 59|60
(13)|(16)

90 43|47
(23)|(13)

No of
subjects
randomised
(dropout at
latest FU)
IG|CG

14

13

28

16

Quality score
(0-42)

PT (no FU for comparison):
Chronic Pain Acceptance
Questionnaire (CPAQ): + (ES: 0.41)
Pain interference: + (ES: 0.56)

FU (3 mo):
Disability: + (ES: 0.37)
SF36 physical functioning: =
Depression: =
Pain intensity: =

18

19

FU (6 mo):
28
Brief Pain Inventory Short Form (BPI),
interference scale: =
SF12: =

PT (no FU for comparison):
SF36 vitality score: + (ES: 0.39)
Pain severity (PS): =

FU (2 mo):
FM Impact Questionnaire, Physical
functioning (PF): =
FM Impact Questionnaire, Pain
severity (PS): + (ES: 0.62)

FU (12 mo):
SF36 PCS: =
HR-QOL: =

FU (6 mo):
IBS-severity: =
IBS-QOL: =

Main outcomesb
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Exclusion criteria

Pedersen et al. (2018); Denmark
ACT
Brief ACT
Specialised
9 group
(group workshop clinic for
sessions
plus 1 individual functional
consultation), or disorders,
EUC
university
hospital
Simister et al. (2018); Canada
ACT
TAU
University
7 online
setting
modules
10.2 y (7.8)

Diagnosis according Substance abuse • Major
9.8 y (8.8)|
to research criteria psychiatric disorder • Pregnancy 9.9 y (7.3)|
for BDS (Fink &
9.3 y (6.7)
Schröder, 2010)

≥ 6 mo plus
interference
Computer literacy

FM • Self- Diagnosis according Major psychiatric disorder
reported to ACR criteria
• Severe somatic disease
pain >3
• Chronic fatigue syndrome
(0-10)

Multi
organ BDS
(i.e.,
multiple
FSS)

Chronic
pain

9.9 y (7.5)

Tumor-related pain • Ongoing 114.5 mo (121)
or planned psychological pain
intervention • Elevated suicide
risk

Health
insurance
provider

25%
depression

49 (6.0)|
47.8 (5.9)|
48.3 (5.7)

nr

22%

39.7 (9.4)

38.8 (8.0)|
38.7 (8.6)|
40.1 (8.5)

57.3% medical 51.7 (13.1)
conditions
• 39.4% mental
conditions

20% major
40.3 (11.4)
depression
• 20% general
anxiety • 18%
social phobia
• 18% panic
disorder

Low psychological inflexibility ≥ 5 y duration: Rheumatic
52.9 (13.3)|
• Low psychological distress & 59%|70%|61% disease: 10%| 52.3 (11.8)|
severe psychological distress
8%|12%
53.2 (12.0)
• Major depressive disorder
• Concurrent CBT-based
treatment

13.0 y

Lin et al. (2017); Germany
ACT
Non-guided
Guided online online ACT, or
intro plus 7
WL
modules

Pain intensity ≥ 4
• Pain ≥ 3 days per
week for ≥6 mo

No pharmacological Severe psychiatric or medical
treatment • No
disorders, drug/alcohol abuse
psychological
treatment during
previous year

Main inclusion
criteria

Concurrent CBT-based
treatment • Major psychiatric
disorder • Not able to fill in
questionnaires

Chronic
pain

FM

Condition

Kemani et al. (2015); Sweden
ACT
Applied
Specialised pain Mixed pain ≥ 6 mo pain
12 group
relaxation
clinic,
conditions
sessions
university
hospital

Trompetter et al. (2015); Holland
ACT
Expressive
University
9 guided
writing, or
setting
online
WL
modules

Treatment
format &
dose
Comparison
Setting
Luciano et al. (2014); Spain
ACT
Pregabalin plus Primary care
8 group
duloxetine/other setting
sessions
medications, or
WL

Duration of
symptoms/
disorder
Diagnosed
(SD)a
comorbiditya Age, y (SD)a

Females %

FU (6 mo):
FM Impact Questionnaire: +
• ACT vs medication: (ES: 1.43)
• ACT vs. WL: (ES: 2.11)
Pain catastrophizing: +
• ACT vs medication: (ES: 0.69)
• ACT vs. WL: (ES: 0.72)

Main outcomesb

27

Quality score
(0-42)

FU (6 mo):
Pain Disability: + (ES: 0.63)
HR-QOL: =

22

31

95 33|34
(8)|(9)

FU (3 mo):
18
FM Impact Questionnaire revised (FIQR): + (ES: 1.59)
6-minute walk test: =

82 59|61|60
FU (14 mo):
25
(15)|(11)|(14) Self-rated global health improvement
(CGI): +
SF36 PCS: =

84 100|101|101 FU (6 mo):
(46)|(45)|(26) Pain interference:
• Guided ACT vs WL: + (ES: 0.58)
• Guided vs un-guided ACT: =
Physical functioning: =

73 30|30
(11)|(12)

76 82|79|77
FU (6 mo):
24
(29)|(29)|(13) Pain interference:
• Guided ACT vs. Expressive writing: +
(ES: 0.47)
• Guided ACT vs. WL: =

96 51|52|53
(6)|(8)|(6)

No of
subjects
randomised
(dropout at
latest FU)
IG|CG
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Pain
management
centre,
university
hospital

Setting

Complex
chronic
pain

Condition

Kleinstauber et al. (in press); Germany
CBT with
Conventional
7 university
emotion
CBT
mental health
regulation
outpatient
training
clinics
(ENCERT),
individual
20-25 sessions

SSD

Ljótsson et al. (2014); Sweden
ICBT
ICBT without
University
IBS
5 modules
exposure
hospital setting
component

Ljótsson et al. (2011); Sweden
ICBT
InternetUniversity
IBS
5 online
delivered stress hospital setting
modules
management

Ljótsson et al. (2010); Sweden
CBT based on Online
University
IBS
exposure and discussion forum hospital setting
mindfulness
exercises
(ICBT), 5
online
modules

Treatment
format &
dose
Comparison
Scott et al. (2018); UK
ACT
TAU
45 min
individual
session plus 8
online
modules plus
45 min
individual
session
Previous ACT or CBT for pain
• Other current psychological
treatment • Severe psychiatric
disorder

Exclusion criteria
Median 6.8 y
(range
0.8-47.5)

nr

45.5 (14)

Displaying "alarm symptoms" 15.9 y (12.4)
for organic gastroenterological
disease • Current or previous
inflammatory bowel disease
• Lactose or gluten intolerance
not proper corrected with diet
• Substance abuse • Major
psychiatric disorder
• Insufficient language or
computer skills

Displaying "alarm symptoms" 14.9 y (11.2)
for organic gastroenterological
disease • Current or previous
inflammatory bowel disease
• Lactose or gluten intolerance
not proper corrected with diet
• Substance abuse • Major
psychiatric disorder • < 2 y of
IBS symptoms

Displaying "alarm symptoms" 6.3 y (7.3)
for organic gastroenterological
disease • Current or previous
inflammatory bowel disease
• Lactose or gluten intolerance
not proper corrected with diet
• Substance abuse • Major
psychiatric disorder • < 2 y of
IBS symptoms

Diagnosis according Substance abuse • Major
14.6 y (2.9)
to DSM-5
psychiatric disorder • Specific
types of psychopharmacological
treatment

Prior diagnosed with
IBS by physician
• Fulfil ROME-III IBS
criteria

Prior diagnosed with
IBS by physician
• Fulfil ROME-III IBS
criteria

Prior diagnosed with
IBS by physician
• Fulfil ROME-III IBS
criteria

50.4%

nr

nr

nr

43.4 (12.9)

42.4 (14.5)

38.9 (11.1)

34.6 (9.4)

Combined second and third wave: FSS adult studies

>3 mo plus distress
and disability

Main inclusion
criteria

Duration of
symptoms/
disorder
Diagnosed
(SD)a
comorbiditya Age, y (SD)a

Females %
64 127|128
(38)|(36)

80 156|153
(21)|(19)

79 98|97
(11)|(15)

85 43|43
(5)|(0)

65 31|32
(8)|(6)

No of
subjects
randomised
(dropout at
latest FU)
IG|CG

FU (6 mo):
Symptom severity: =
Disability: =

FU (6 mo):
IBS symptom severity (GSRS-IBS): +
(ES: 0.48)
IBS-QOL: (ES: 0.26)

FU (6 mo):
IBS symptom severity (GSRS-IBS): +
(ES: 0.44)
IBS-QOL: (ES: 0.31)

PT (no FU for comparison):
IBS symptom severity (GSRS-IBS) : +
(ES: 1.21)
IBS total pain: + (ES: 0.64)
IBS-QOL: + (ES: 0.93)

FU (9 mo):
Feasibility: +
Patient global impression of change
(PCIG): =
Pain interference: + (ES: 0.4)

Main outcomesb

Quality score
(0-42)
35

28

28

22

20
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Comparison

Setting

Condition

Main inclusion
criteria
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Explained by organic pathology 32 mo (nr)
• Major psychosocial or
psychiatric issues • Major
cognitive dysfunctions
• Already CBT treatment
• Previous amitriptyline
treatment

FSS child study

Exclusion criteria

nr

14.8 (2.4)

Females %
78 16|16
(3)|(5)

No of
subjects
randomised
(dropout at
latest FU)
IG|CG

FU (4.7 mo):
20
Disability (FDI: parent & child
version): =
Pain-related fear (PAIRS): + (ES: 0.29)
Pain interference: =
SF36 PCS: =
SF36 MCS: =

Main outcomesb

Quality score
(0-42)

Note. ACR = American College of Rheumatology; ACT = Acceptance and Commitment Therapy; BDS = Bodily Distress Syndrome; CBT = Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy; CG = Control Group; ES = Effect Size; EUC = Enhanced Usual Care; FDI = Functional Disability Inventory; FM = Fibromyalgia; FSS = Functional Somatic
Syndromes; FU = Follow-Up; GP = General Practice; HA = Health Anxiety; HR-QOL = Health-Related Quality of Life; IBS = Irritable Bowel Syndrome; IG = Inter‐
vention Group; MBCT = Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy; MBSR = Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction; MBT = Mindfulness-based therapies; MCS = Mental
Component Summary; MUS = Medically Unexplained Symptoms; nr = not reported; PAIRS = Pain and Impairment Relationship Scale; PCS = Physical Component
Summary; PT = Post Treatment; SF36/12 = 36-Item/12-Item Short Form Health Survey; QOL = Quality of Life; SSD = Somatic Symptom Disorder; TAU = Treatment
as Usual; VAS = Visual Analogue Scale; WL = Wait List.
a
Numbers either shown for the total study sample or for each treatment arm. bPlus sign (+) indicates improvement in favour of the intervention group, equal sign (=)
indicates no effect. If several follow-ups the latest time-point is reported.

Wicksell et al. (2009); Sweden
ACT
Multidisciplinary Specialised pain Mixed pain ≥ 3 mo pain
10 individual treatment
clinic,
syndromes
sessions, 1-2
university
parental
hospital
sessions

Treatment
format &
dose

Duration of
symptoms/
disorder
Diagnosed
(SD)a
comorbiditya Age, y (SD)a
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A medium ES of 0.48 was reported at one-year follow-up, which is at the lower end com‐
pared to existing CBT approaches. However, the drop-out rate was only 3%, which is no‐
ticeably lower than rates reported in some of the CBT-based treatments for HA (e.g. 25%
from CBT in Greeven et al. (Greeven et al., 2007) and 35% from CBT in Visser & Bouman
(Visser & Bouman, 2001)).
ACT for HA
Only one RCT study using ACT for HA has been reported (Eilenberg, Fink, Jensen, Rief,
& Frostholm, 2016) (Table 3). The RCT was preceded by an uncontrolled pilot study sug‐
gesting that ACT group therapy may be an effective and acceptable treatment of HA
(Eilenberg, Kronstrand, Fink, & Frostholm, 2013). For the larger controlled study, the be‐
tween-group effect sizes were large (ES = 0.89), and the treatment programme was well
accepted by the patients. Thus, only 9 out of 135 eligible participants declined participa‐
tion, and the drop-out rate in the ACT treatment was low as only 4 (6%) out of 63 pa‐
tients discontinued and one never attended the treatment. The programme was recently
translated into an internet-based format, iACT for HA, with promising feasibility and ef‐
ficacy reported in a pilot study (Hoffmann, Rask, Hedman-Lagerlof, Ljótsson, &
Frostholm, 2018). The results from a subsequent larger RCT with inclusion of 101 pa‐
tients randomized to either iACT or an active control condition with an internet-deliv‐
ered discussion forum are pending (Hoffmann, 2018). The literature search revealed no
published treatment studies using any of the above approaches for children and adoles‐
cents with HA.

Evidence for FSS in Adults
MBT for FSS
Eight studies were located (Table 3). Three were on FM (Astin et al., 2003; Cash et al.,
2015; Schmidt et al., 2011). One study focused on chronic pain (la Cour & Petersen, 2015),
2 on IBS (Gaylord et al., 2011; Zernicke et al., 2013), 1 on persistent MUS (van Ravesteijn,
Lucassen, Bor, van Weel, & Speckens, 2013) and 1 on multi-organ BDS (Fjorback et al.,
2013).
The smaller study on FM population found a potentially clinically relevant effect on
symptom severity (Cash et al., 2015) of the MBSR program compared to treatment as usu‐
al (TAU). The two larger studies on FM (Astin et al., 2003; Schmidt et al., 2011) which
both included an active control condition, an education support group and an education
support including stretching and relaxation training, found no differences in their main
outcomes (Table 3). Schmidt et al. thus concluded that MBSR cannot be recommended as
a treatment for FM (Schmidt et al., 2011).
The study on chronic pain (la Cour & Petersen, 2015) used an MBSR programme on
top of usual care in a hospital-based pain clinic and found moderate effects on the main
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outcome of vitality, symptoms of anxiety and depression and control over pain immedi‐
ately post-treatment but did not include long-term outcomes.
The two studies on IBS (Gaylord et al., 2011; Zernicke et al., 2013) both used MBSR
and randomised 75 and 90 patients respectively. Both studies found clinically relevant
within-group changes on the IBS symptom severity and other outcome measures. How‐
ever, in the Zernicke study (Zernicke et al., 2013), which had a 6-month follow-up as op‐
posed to 3 months in the Gaylord study (Gaylord et al., 2011), there was no significant
difference between the MBSR and the waitlist at this final follow-up.
A Dutch study on high utilizers with persistent medically unexplained symptoms in
primary care employed MBCT and found no effect on their primary outcome of general
health status nine months after end of treatment. This also applied for the secondary out‐
comes except for the mindfulness skills of observing and describing (van Ravesteijn et al.,
2013). The other study in the more severe spectrum (Fjorback et al., 2013) was also nega‐
tive as there was no difference between the two groups even though the MBSR group
had improved more on the main outcome of SF-36 Physical Component Summary to‐
wards the end of the active treatment period, whereas the enhanced treatment as usual
caught up during the 1-year follow-up.
ACT for FSS
The majority of ACT studies in FSS have been conducted in chronic pain populations in‐
cluding FM, and the number of participants is surprisingly small. In the two most recent
reviews on ACT for chronic pain, only five of 11 studies (Veehof, Trompetter, Bohlmeijer,
& Schreurs, 2016) and six of 10 studies (Hughes, Clark, Colclough, Dale, & McMillan,
2017) respectively randomised at least 50 participants.
When including these larger trials, seven ACT studies were located for chronic pain,
three of which were face-to-face (Kemani et al., 2015; McCracken, Sato, & Taylor, 2013;
Wetherell et al., 2011) and four of which were guided internet-delivered studies
(Buhrman et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2017; Scott, Chilcot, Guildford, Daly-Eichenhardt, &
McCracken, 2018; Trompetter, Bohlmeijer, Veehof, & Schreurs, 2015). Two studies were
specifically on FM of which one was face-to-face (Luciano et al., 2014) and one guided
internet-delivered (Simister et al., 2018). For multiple FSS, one study was located
(Pedersen et al., 2018). That is, all in all 10 studies on FSS of which five were internetdelivered.
On top of the above distinct ACT interventions, one very recent study examined CBT
with or without added acceptance-based emotion-regulation strategies for multiple medi‐
cally unexplained symptoms (Kleinstauber et al., in press). Finally, three consecutive
studies from one research group examined internet-delivered acceptance-based exposure
therapy for IBS (Ljótsson et al., 2010; Ljótsson et al., 2011; Ljótsson et al., 2014).
Kemani and colleagues (Kemani et al., 2015) randomised 60 patients with chronic pain
to either 12 90-minute weekly group sessions of ACT or applied relaxation (AR) but only
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obtained 6-month follow-up data on 37 participants. They found significantly larger ef‐
fects of the ACT intervention immediately post-treatment on pain disability, but the AR
group caught up in the follow-up period. A pilot RCT of a 4x4-hour primary care based
ACT group intervention for chronic pain found only small effects compared to treatment
as usual (McCracken et al., 2013). Wetherell (Wetherell et al., 2011) compared group CBT
to the same amount of group ACT, all in all 12 hours, and overall found small and compa‐
rable effects of the two conditions on all outcomes (Wetherell et al., 2011). Interestingly,
they found that participants assigned to CBT rated this as more credible after the first
session, whereas ACT participants reported more satisfaction at the end of treatment.
Four studies examined the effect of guided internet-delivered ACT for chronic pain
randomising 76, 238, 302, and 63 participants, respectively (Buhrman et al., 2013; Lin et
al., 2017; Scott et al., 2018; Trompetter et al., 2015). The two largest trials were threearmed (Lin et al., 2017; Trompetter et al., 2015) (Table 3). Both of these studies found clin‐
ically relevant improvements of small to moderate effect of the ACT intervention com‐
pared to the control conditions, although the Trompetter study found unexpected im‐
provements in the waitlist control (ibid). The results from these two larger internet-based
studies were generally supported by the two smaller studies (Buhrman et al., 2013; Scott
et al., 2018), even though the Buhrman study (Buhrman et al., 2013) included a large
number of outcome measures given the small sample size.
The two studies on FM both found promising effects (Luciano et al., 2014; Simister et
al., 2018). A group-based intervention carried out at primary health care centres in Spain
was found superior on most outcome measures at 6-month follow-up compared to both
recommended pharmacological treatment and to a waitlist control with large effects on
fibromyalgia impact (Luciano et al., 2014). This finding was generally supported by the
smaller study randomising 67 participants to either online ACT or treatment as usual
(Simister et al., 2018).
Pedersen et al. (Pedersen et al., 2018) conducted a tree-armed intervention study ex‐
amining group-based ACT with a brief ACT intervention (group workshop + individual
session) and enhanced care (Pedersen et al., 2018) for patients with multiple FSS. They
found effect of extended ACT on the primary outcome of patient-rated overall health im‐
provement 14 months after randomisation but failed to replicate this finding on any of
the secondary outcomes such as illness, worry, emotional distress and health-related
quality of life.
A German multicentre study included patients with multiple medically unexplained
symptoms (Kleinstauber et al., in press) and compared two active treatments, namely
conventional CBT for FSS, which mainly focused on causing and maintaining factors and
ENCERT: ENCERT was CBT with a primary focus on negative emotions as cause and
consequence of FSS. This treatment arm included emotion regulation strategies such as
acceptance and mindfulness-based strategies and cognitive reappraisal (ibid). They found
medium to high effects on most outcomes in both conditions but also superior outcomes
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of ENCERT on a number of secondary outcomes such as health anxiety, symptom dis‐
tress and emotion regulation skills.
Finally, a series of three studies on the same treatment programme for IBS (Ljótsson
et al., 2010; Ljótsson et al., 2011; Ljótsson et al., 2014) combined acceptance strategies
with mindfulness training and exposure. In the first modules of the treatment, they intro‐
duced mindfulness training and acceptance of symptoms together with a psychological
model of IBS with the core message that behaviours which serve to avoid or control
symptoms often increase the intensity of, and attention given to, symptoms (Ljótsson et
al., 2010). The last phase of the treatment introduced exposure such as attending contexts
where symptoms normally occur, exercises to provoke symptoms and abolishment of be‐
haviours to control the occurrence of symptoms (ibid.). They found high effects of this
treatment compared to an online discussion forum (Ljótsson et al., 2010). In a subsequent
study, the treatment was found superior with medium effect sizes on several outcomes
compared to stress management, which emphasised symptom control through relaxation,
dietary changes and problem-solving skills (Ljótsson et al., 2011). Finally, in a disentan‐
glement study, they examined the effect of the intervention with and without the final
exposure phase of the treatment programme and found a medium effect size in favour of
the inclusion of systematic exposure (Ljótsson et al., 2014).

Evidence for FSS in Children and Adolescents
MBT for FSS
Our search identified 8 studies on MBT for FSS in children; the first study published in
2013 (Jastrowski Mano et al., 2013). The studies were generally small (N, range 6-21).
Most used pilot designs and mainly examined a developmentally adapted version of the
MBSR programme in tertiary care settings on children and adolescents in the age range
from 12 to 18 years with mixed chronic pain conditions. Only one smaller study has been
on young patients with various FSS including chronic fatigue (Ali et al., 2017).
Attrition and recruitment problems were described in five of the studies (Hesse,
Holmes, Kennedy-Overfelt, Kerr, & Giles, 2015; Jastrowski Mano et al., 2013; Lovas et al.,
2017; Ruskin, Gagnon, Kohut, Stinson, & Walker, 2017; Ruskin, Kohut, & Stinson, 2015) as
well as problems with obtaining sufficient post test data to draw valid conclusion about
outcome (Ruskin, Gagnon, Kohut, Stinson, & Walker, 2017). However, three other recent
studies indicate better feasibility results with low attrition and high acceptability but het‐
erogeneous results when it comes to potential efficacy (Ali et al., 2017; Chadi et al., 2016;
Waelde et al., 2017). Ali et al. (Ali et al., 2017) conducted an open trial on 18 adolescents
with various FSS and found preliminary evidence for the MBSR programme with regard
to improvement of functional disability, symptom impact and anxiety with consistency
between parent and child measures. Chadi et al. (Chadi et al., 2016) evaluated a combina‐
tion of MBSR and MBCT on 20 female adolescents who were randomised to either an in‐
tervention group or a waitlist control group. They reported no improvements in psycho‐
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logical or pain symptoms but did find significant reductions in pre and post-mindfulness
session salivary cortisol levels. Waelde et al. (Waelde et al., 2017) conducted an open trial
on 20 adolescents with chronic pain who received a six-week group intervention based
on an adult programme named 'Inner Resources for Stress' combining meditation practi‐
ces, breath-focused cue word repetition and visualisation. Functional disability and fre‐
quency of pain complaints improved with small effect sizes (d = 0.2-0.3). Though parents
in the study did not receive any specific interventions, their worry about their child’s
pain decreased with a large effect size (d = 0.75).
ACT for FSS
Also with regard to ACT, the evidence is still sparse in younger age groups. We identified
6 ACT studies (Gauntlett-Gilbert, Connell, Clinch, & McCracken, 2013; Kanstrup et al.,
2016; Kemani, Kanstrup, Jordan, Caes, & Gauntlett-Gilbert, 2018; Wicksell, Dahl,
Magnusson, & Olsson, 2005; Wicksell, Melin, Lekander, & Olsson, 2009; Wicksell, Melin,
& Olsson, 2007) including only one smaller RCT (Wicksell et al., 2009) (Table 3). A sev‐
enth study included several modalities, i.e. CBT, ACT and multi-family therapy (Huestis
et al., 2017). All studies relate primarily to adolescents diagnosed with various types of
chronic idiopathic pain and four were performed at the same research centre.
Wicksell et al. were the first to describe an ACT-oriented outpatient intervention in
young patients with high levels of pain-related disability; first in a case study (Wicksell et
al., 2005), next in a case series on 14 adolescents (Wicksell et al., 2007) and subsequently
in an RCT on 32 adolescents (mean age 14.8 yrs). The RCT compared 10 sessions of ACT
and one to two parent sessions with a multidisciplinary treatment including amitripty‐
line medication (Wicksell et al., 2009). Overall significant improvements with decreased
disability were observed in all three studies, and specifically in the RCT, effects in favour
of ACT were seen post-treatment in pain-related fear, pain interference and in quality of
life. However, prolonged treatment in the control group complicated comparisons be‐
tween the groups at follow-up assessments where all primary outcomes except pain-rela‐
ted fear became comparable (Table 3). The same research group later compared different
formats of an extended version of this ACT programme, provided either individually (n =
18) or as group-based treatment (n = 12). Medium to large effects post-treatment were
reported in both formats on pain interference, depression, pain reactivity and psychologi‐
cal flexibility as well as in parent pain reactivity and psychological flexibility post-treat‐
ment (Kanstrup et al., 2016).
In an uncontrolled trial (Gauntlett-Gilbert et al., 2013), 98 adolescents (mean age 15.6
yrs) with non-malignant pain underwent a 3-week residential multidisciplinary ACT
treatment (approx. 90 hrs) in a specialised setting. The programme comprised physical
conditioning, activity management and psychotherapy with promotion of acceptance of
pain and related distress as well as engagement in values-consistent behaviour. Parent in‐
volvement was included in most sessions. The adolescents improved in self-reported
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functioning and objective physical performance at a 3-month follow-up. They were less
anxious and catastrophic, attended school more regularly and used health care facilities
less often. The programme was re-evaluated on another 164 patients as regards both ado‐
lescent and parental variables and the relationship between parental psychological flexi‐
bility and adolescent pain acceptance (Kemani et al., 2018). As in the former study, results
indicated positive effects on the adolescents' functioning and pain acceptance but also a
significant positive relationship between changes in parental psychological flexibility and
adolescent pain acceptance.
A last study from 2017 describes the utility and outcomes of a multimodal interven‐
tion (CAPTIVES) including CBT, ACT and multi-family therapy in 17 youth (aged 13-17
years) with chronic pain and their parents (Huestis et al., 2017). The programme included
weekly concurrent 60 min. youth and parent groups, concluded with an additional 30
min. multi-family group session. The families found the programme engaging and con‐
structive and large effects were reported on pain catastrophising, acceptance and protec‐
tive parenting. Similar effects were found for functional disability, pain interference, fati‐
gue, anxiety and depression.
Recently, a study protocol describing the design of a large RCT comparing groupbased ACT with enhanced usual care for adolescents with various FSS was published
(Kallesøe et al., 2016). However, the results are still pending (personal communication).

Discussion
Even though third wave treatments are employed increasingly, there are still relatively
few intervention studies in adults of moderate to high methodological quality in FD.
Thus, in the updated 2016 review (Veehof et al., 2016) of a 2011 review (Veehof, Oskam,
Schreurs, & Bohlmeijer, 2011) on acceptance and mindfulness-based interventions, the
authors concluded that the study quality had not improved in the five years since the
first review, a finding supported by Öst's review on ACT for a broad range of conditions
(Öst, 2014). As is the case with many emerging treatments, most studies in children and
adolescents are small and uncontrolled in design.

Evidence for Third Wave Treatment in HA
For HA, the only two third wave RCTs on adults found a medium effect of MBCT tailored
to HA (McManus et al., 2012) and high effect of ACT (Eilenberg et al., 2016). There were
no studies in children or adolescents. Again, more studies are needed to replicate the
findings from the above studies, especially the promising results of the ACT study, which
reported high ES on the primary outcome and medium to high effect on most secondary
outcomes and high retention of patients. It is worth noting that this study did, together
with the vast majority of ACT interventions, include elements from second wave CBT
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such as psychoeducation using the vicious circle of anxiety and interoceptive exposure
http://funktionellelidelser.dk/fileadmin/www.funktionellelidelser.au.dk/Publikationer/
ACT_Manual.pdf
With regard to younger age groups, HA is an emerging topic in the scientific litera‐
ture. Integrating potential early childhood and family risk factors can help inform the de‐
velopment of specialised third wave therapies in children and adolescents (Thorgaard,
Frostholm, & Rask, 2018) as well as for parents with so-called health anxiety by proxy
(Thorgaard et al., 2017), i.e. parents who present with excessive and seemingly unreason‐
able concern about their child's symptoms.

Evidence for Third Wave Treatment in FSS
Overall, there seems to be only minor effects of MBT in FSS. These findings are in line
with the conclusions from a meta-analytic review that ES were higher for ACT therapies
compared to MBT for the majority of the examined outcomes (Veehof et al., 2016). Some
of the MBT studies in both adults and younger age groups are hampered by attrition,
which may also suggest that MBT does not offer an alternative to second wave treat‐
ments in terms of retention. The two studies on MBT for IBS in adults (Gaylord et al.,
2011; Zernicke et al., 2013) might suggest a bigger potential for this subgroup of patients
given the clinically relevant change on the main outcome, but the effects may be transi‐
ent. In children, there may be recruitment and retention problems for MBT programmes
if the intervention is not properly modified and tailored according to developmental as‐
pects. Children and adolescents in general require more explanation and rationale, short‐
er formal exercises (e.g. around 3-5 min compared to 20-45 min in adults) as well as a
greater variety of practices if they are to engage fully (Perry-Parrish, Copeland-Linder,
Webb, & Sibinga, 2016; Thompson & Gauntlett-Gilbert, 2008). From a clinical viewpoint,
quite a few patients seem to benefit from MBT formats, and some of the target processes
such as body awareness and emotional regulation could have promise. However, the
mindfulness training may need to be embedded with other methods to prevent attrition
and to increase effect.
There is no evidence to suggest that ACT is superior to CBT in FSS. More high quality
studies are needed to conclude whether ACT is just as effective as CBT since the smaller
studies, which have been included in many reviews, inherently have an increased risk of
bias. There seems to be a potential in ACT-based therapist-guided internet-delivered in‐
terventions with a number of studies in chronic pain conditions reporting effects compa‐
rable to that of face-to-face interventions. Especially noteworthy here are the studies on
acceptance-based exposure-based therapy for IBS (Ljótsson et al., 2010; Ljótsson et al.,
2011), where acceptance-based techniques, mindfulness training and strict exposure
training are combined to produce consistently large effects, and where the exposure ele‐
ment has been shown to add considerable effect (Ljótsson et al., 2014). Further studies
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could potentially benefit from tailoring symptom-specific exposure in the context of ac‐
ceptance methods.
For conditions characterised by multiple symptoms from several organ systems, it
was likewise the study which combined conventional CBT with third wave methods that
had more convincing results (Kleinstauber et al., in press). Worth noting here is the dos‐
age of treatment with 20-25 individual sessions as compared to e.g. 9 group sessions in
the other trial on multiple symptoms (Pedersen et al., 2018). A secondary analysis of a
group-based CBT intervention for multiple FSS (Schröder, Sharpe, & Fink, 2015b) found
higher effect in the subgroup of patients with fewest symptoms. This suggests that illness
severity should be taken into account when designing interventions, and more extensive
interventions may be needed in the severe spectrum of FSS.
With regard to children, the evidence is surprisingly low with small and mostly un‐
controlled studies on paediatric chronic pain conditions. Therefore, it remains unclear
whether observed effects reflect differences in samples, designs, instruments used, meth‐
od of analysis or actual effects of different treatment modalities. However, the emphasis
on experiential exercises and metaphors in ACT may render this approach particularly
appropriate for children. Concepts that would normally be too abstract for children can
become accessible through experience and metaphorical language (Coyne, McHugh, &
Martinez, 2011; Murrell, Coyne, & Wilson, 2004). Still, larger and well-designed trials are
needed to compare ACT to CBT interventions to examine the potential superiority of this
approach in youth with FSS.

Involvement of Family and Close Relatives in Third Wave
Treatment
The paediatric studies specifically emphasised inclusion of caregivers in treatment. This
is supported by a number of studies reporting that parents may inadvertently reinforce
maladaptive illness perceptions and illness behaviours in their child (Chow, Otis, &
Simons, 2016; Guite, McCue, Sherker, Sherry, & Rose, 2011; Palermo, Valrie, & Karlson,
2014; Simons, Smith, Kaczynski, & Basch, 2015). Engaging parents may both help them
ameliorate their own concerns and teach them how to reinforce and model adaptive be‐
haviours. Recent studies have shown improvements in parental psychological flexibility
of an 8-week ACT group programme (Wallace, Woodford, & Connelly, 2016) and a onesession MBT workshop (Ruskin, Campbell, Stinson, & Ahola Kohut, 2018) in parents of
children with chronic pain, i.e. parents' abilities to accept their distress about their child's
suffering and to focus on broader goals rather than being absorbed by worries about
whether their child's pain improved.
In adult patients with FSS (CFS), their illness also seems to have a negative impact on
the family (Higgins et al., 2015; Leonard & Cano, 2006), and partners' responses may even
influence the course of the disorder (Schmaling, Smith, & Buchwald, 2000). Dynamic
management involving family systems and close relatives to promote adaptive function‐
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ing, quality of life and resilience may therefore also be an interesting focus for future
studies on adults.

Potential Challenges With Third Wave Treatment
For FD, there is agreement that illness beliefs play a prominent role and that changes in
beliefs such as perceived control (Christensen, Frostholm, Ornbol, & Schröder, 2015) and
fear-avoidance beliefs (Chalder, Goldsmith, White, Sharpe, & Pickles, 2015) have been
found to mediate the effect of CBT. One may speculate that there is a risk that the third
wave meta-cognitive processes aimed at a general shift in perspective on inner experi‐
ence and the self may not sufficiently address the specific cognitive beliefs that may per‐
petuate the symptoms for each individual patient. This risk may be further enhanced by
the fact that all the included ACT studies, which were not internet-based, were groupbased (Kemani et al., 2015; Luciano et al., 2014; McCracken et al., 2013; Pedersen et al.,
2018; Wetherell et al., 2011). Group-based therapy may have advantages in terms of pro‐
viding support, promoting social skills and mirroring processes etc. but may also have
risks in terms of not properly addressing the specific needs of each patient.
Large differences exist in use of outcome domains making it difficult to compare stud‐
ies. Some ACT studies have used pain interference and pain acceptance as primary out‐
comes taking the point of departure that greater acceptance of symptoms and less inter‐
ference of the pain in daily life are essential goals in ACT. Even though that may ring
true from a theoretical perspective, we need more knowledge of the clinical importance
of such changes. Other studies use syndrome-specific outcomes, hampering the compara‐
bility between syndromes. Including as a minimum the two numeric analog scale items
on symptom intensity and symptom interference recommended by the European Net‐
work on Somatic Symptom Disorders in future adult trials (Rief et al., 2017) could have a
major impact on the interpretation and comparability of studies. These scales encompass
both the third wave focus on decreasing interference of symptoms as well as symptom
reduction (see Figure 3).
For children and adolescent populations, the availability of validated questionnaires is ex‐
tremely scant, and much more work is needed to develop and test such measures.
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Figure 3. Two numeric rating scales recommended in future trials for FD.
Note. The scales are available at http://links.lww.com/PSYMED/A408 in more than 20 languages.

Conclusion and Perspectives
In sum, the evidence for third wave behavioural approaches for FD are still limited when
it comes to larger controlled studies and very sparse and almost non-existing in younger
age groups. There may have been hype surrounding the advent of third wave treatments
which have hampered the ability among researchers and clinicians to communicate accu‐
rately about the advantages and disadvantages of these methods (Van Dam et al., 2018).
Especially for children and adolescents, much progress remains to be made in empirically
evaluating the effectiveness of third wave treatment. Thus, CBT-based programs still
have much better evidence for this age group (Bonvanie et al., 2017).
There is often an unfortunate division between researchers and clinicians who study
and treat adults with FD and those who work with children and adolescents with the
same disorders. Joint efforts with mutual exchange of experiences and results could pave
the way for further development of existing programmes such as the involvement of the
family system in adult programmes.
Even though the field of FD will continue to be challenged by problems with diagnos‐
tic classification, agreement on joint outcomes across syndrome diagnoses and possibly
more dismantling studies using e.g. single-case designs and/or experimental studies could
also be a way forward to further explore which patient characteristics are compatible
with certain approaches and techniques, both when it comes to children, adolescents and
adults.
Finally, more studies explicitly combining methods from second and third wave ap‐
proaches may be a promising avenue for patients across the age span.
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